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Because art does more than simply delight the eye and

cultivate creativity. Research points to a strong correlation
between involvement in the arts and achievement in
the classroom.

Art is powerful. Unleashing that power in young people begins with
drawing, the fundamental skill of all visual arts. Like math, science or
reading, where children must first learn how to add and subtract before

they learn how to multiply and divide, drawing is the bedrock skill required

for future artistic success.

Young Rembrandts is the art program with a difference. 0ur exclusive
program dispels the myth that art is a talent a child has or doesn't have.

We view art not merely as a talent, but as a skill that can - and should -
be learned by all children.

We teach the drawing skills children need. Our curriculum introduces
concrete ideas and techniques that enlarge and enrich their visual

vocabularies, their imaginations and their minds.

Pre-school (3% to 5 Years)

Young Rembrandts provides a strong
educational foundation for young learners.

ln addilion to expanding students'young
image vocabularies, our curriculum helps

develop fine motor skills and learning

skills that are essential to future
classroom success,

0f course, above all, Young Rembrandts was created to be fun.
We intentionally offer child{riendly and relevant subject matter
to spark children's interest and increase knowledge retention,

never losing sight that children learn best when they are engaged

and entertained.
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edusafi on, :Faohes ch ildren,
the skills necessary to
succeed in life, including
developing perceptions,
articulating a vision,
learning to solve problems
and make decisions,
increasing self-conlidence
and self-discipline,
developing the ability to
imagine what might be

and the responsibility
to complete tasks from
start to finish.! I
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Young Rembrandts is based on an acclaimed, step-by-step drawing method

that works hand-in-hand with our original, innovative curriculum developed by

a team of artists and educators. 0ur singular approach is designed to tap into

the three modalities children use to learn: visual, auditory and tactile/kinesthetic.

0ur step-by-step curriculum and tiered lesson plans form a sequential, ordered
teaching process.

By incorporating the concept of differentiation, the Young Rembrandts

curriculum emphasizes the positive, celebrating each child s accomplishment

according to individual development.

Elementary @ to 12 Years)

0ur elementary-age curriculum is designed
to teach basic to advanced drawing skills, arl
techniques and vocabulary. Young Rembrandts

offers drawing classes, cartooning and specialty

camps. Students learn advanced art techniques
including portraiture, perspective and color
theory, as well as art history.
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As children pr0gress in Young Rembrandts elementary drawing classes, they

experience more confidence both artistically and academically. To further children's

attraction to drawing and love of art, Young Rembrandts provides cartooning

classes as a supplemental elementary offering.

Carloon classes follow 0ur same quality, step-by-step

Young Rembrandts' method, with the additional lun and

excitement of cartooning. The original Young Rembrandts'

cartoon lessons teach children how to:

. create new cartoon characters

. draw action, movement and sound

. draw expressions and convey moods

. develop a series of drawings to tell a joke

While cartooning is fun and engaging, children will
gain mastery in a unique drawing style, and improve

their core learning skills.

Participation in Young Rembrandts empowers children
with skills, confidence and knowledge. Young Rembrandts
provides children with a comprehensive art literacy that
serves them well not just at the drawing table, but in school
and on into adulthood
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oung Rembrandts is based on an acclaimed,

step-by-step drawing method which works hand-in-hand
with our origrnal, innovative curriculum developed

by ateam of artists and educators.

Young Rembrandts' acclaimed drawing method

teaches children to break down complex obiects
into basic loundational shapes. As they learn

how to deconstruct and reconstruct images, the

experience, repetition and variety ol engaging
and relevant subject matter brings them
to increased levels of mastery in drawing -
and in life.
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Young Rembrandts' curiculum

As students complete one new drawing each week,
they learn a variety of art concepts including:

. Portraiture . Color theory

. Line and patterning . Realism/abstract
Actual stutlent dtawing. Still life . Fundamental composition skills

. Art vocabulary . Perspective
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Each art history class centers 0n a particular art period, movement or artist and

explores works of that period using relerence materials and sample arlwork. Students
then create their own unique drawing based on that subject matter or style.
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Children taught using the Young iembrandts method produce remarkable
dravrings. But - eye-catching as they may be - those pictures represent
a means, not an end. We ask both parents and administrators t0 witness
the wealth of additional skills our method helps foster,

Core Art Skills
. Fundarnental drawing skills

. Art techniques

Core Learning Skills
. Handwriting readiness

. Fine motor skills

. Expanded art vocabulary 'Attention to detail, time on task

. Enhanced creativity, 'Visual/spatial organization skills

imagination and confidence o patience, discipline and persistence

For Parents and Children:
. Young Rembrandts' students are m0re enthusiastic and more confident

in their own artistic abilities.

" Students display increased focus. fine motor skills and improved
attention to detail.

" With Young Rembrandts, children grow their image vocabulary and
are able to communicate more clearly and successfully.

. Children find a sa{e, comfortable place to talk about art, learn drawing
skills and have fun while surrounded by encouragement and creativity.

. Young Rembrandts is fun, engaging and affordable.
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By complementing and expanding on existing school art programs,

Young Rembrandts makes it simple and convenient to introduce our program

in your community. For administrators looking to bolster art education and
parents seeking an e{fective and enjoyable developmental experience for their
children, Young Rembrandts delivers the power of drawing to a new generation

For Administrators:
. The Young Rembrandts teaching method achieves real results.

. The Young Rembrandts program maximizes neuron development and
brain patterning f unction.

. Y0ung Rembrandts prepares children for goals set forth by the

National Standard for Art Education.

. Young Rembrandts offers a hassle{ree, convenient and affordable
enrichment pr0gram for your families. We provide the materials,
procedures and manage all administrative tasks.

. Young Rembrandts provides qualified artistic instructors specially
trained to develop the whole child.

" Drawings are an invaluable aid to my
mathematical thinking and an essenlial
ingredient of most of my mathemalical
expositions."
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drawing progfam has made a

marked improvement in the

attitude and motivation of my

participating students. All students

were boys wifi self-esteem and

self-expression issues. The attitude

change was nothing short of
remarkable in the short time
that they participated.

We should continue to support
this program whenever it is
possible. There are behavior

mdacadetrnc benefits for those

students we Arget to puficipate.')

- Iarry; 3rd Gradc Teacher

from Boise, ldaho
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We'll say it again: Iearning to drau is pouerful,
Young Rembrandts offers children a world of opportunity to develop skills,

confidence and knowledge.

Participating in Young Rembrandts provides children with a comprehensive

art literacy that serves them well not just at the drawing table, but in school

and on into adulthood.

ln the prgcess, we tap into the power to draw out the best in every child,

replacing self-doubt with self-esteem, indifference with focus, inhibition

with imagination.

Partrc,eri,rsg te$th Young Rembrnndts f's essential

to acbieui,ng jtour academic goals and objectiues.

Our prograw i,s proof of tbe uitalrtjt of art and
the Poeaer of Drawing,

@

Doriscell Drake
Program Director

Young Rembrandts
2047 Applewood Drive

Troy, Ml 48085

1-248-240-5729

doriscell.drake@youngrembrandts.com

Contact Us
To partner with Young Rembrandts, call or email us today.

www. youngremb randts . c om
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